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"Faithful is God in His words a11d gracious in all His deeds. " 
Dead Sea Scrnlls (Ashrei) Psalm 145 [T4], [BRJ, [DAJ 1 

ABSTRACT. 
The Oead Sea Scro\ls was the name given the documents first discovcred 

by Bcdouins in 1946 in severa! caves in the Qumran arca, southeast of 
Jerusalem [SL:29-30] . They were believed to have been written by Jews 
called the Essenes from about 250BCE to 70CE. They were held mostly 
by J ordanians in east Jerusalem until the Six· Day War in 1967 and then 
by lsraelis. However, thc same group of scholars were examining them 
closely and it was not until the 1990s that they were open to ali scholars. 
Neverthelcss, a number of articles and books on the Dead Sea Scrolls were 
produced in the last fifty years"""(!specially in t he last decadc. In these 
publicat.ions, there are a number of descriptions of what the Essenes used 
as calendars-especially the intercalated j52x7] 364-day solar one and the 
lunar [6 x (29, 30)] 354-day one. We try to explain the details of these. 

1 Brief History of the Dead Sea Scrolls 

From t he 2nd century BCE to the l st century CE there were numerous Jewish 
sects in Judrea (now southern Israel): e.g., Maccabees, Zealots (Masada), Sad
ducees, Pharisees (rabbinic Judaism), Samaritans, Zadokites, Essenes, early 

"This is an updatcd vcrsion of a talk {CH2J given at the Univcrsity of Toronto at a confer
ence of The Canadian Socicty for thc History and Philosophy of Mathematics in conjunction 
with the Brit ish Socicty for thc History of Mathcmatics, 15-17 July, 1999. 

1Thc ac.rostic Psalm 145 iu the Masorctic Tcxt has the line with the initial letter "nun" 
omittcd. This linc was found in onc of thc Dcad Sea Scrolls (l IQPs"') n.nd is translatcd hcrc 
(T4,570-571J, (BR,150[. 
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(Jewish) Christians. This was a peri0d 0f great bistorical importance: it en
compassed the Maccabean revolt against Syria in the 2nd ce. BCE, the rule 
of King Herod 1 (also known as "the Great") from 40BCE - 4BCE, the birth 
of Jesus ca. 4BCE, the destruction 0f the Second Temple by the R0mans in 
70CE, the destruction of Masada by the R@mans in 73CE. For more on these 
sects, see, e.g., [SHl,xv-xxxviii], ~El; E2; E3], [GR,283-286], [SL,136-137]. 
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In 1946-1947, in Israel, southeast of Jerusalem, it is said that a Bedouin 
!ad threw a rock into a cave and heard it land on a jar of pottery. Or it 
may be t hat, as Silberman unrolls the story [SL:30ff.J, t he first of the docu
ments were discovered by Ta'amireh tribesmen who actually were experienced 
hunters for antiquities. T hus begins the story of the Qumran-site find that 
is now called the Dead Sea Scrolls. Befare we begin t he story, however , we 
should indicate who lived there. Most scholars call these people the 'Essenes'. 
[BLoCh. llJ, [FZo§65] tell us what that term means and relates also t hat the his
torians, F lavius Josephus (ca. 38CE - ca. IOOCE), Philo Jud3'us (ca. 20BCE 
- ca. 50CE), and Pliny the Elder (23CE - 79CE), described them as a Jewish 
sect beginning about t he 2nd-century BCE. Cross [SHl :Ch.21, VanderKam 
[SHl:Ch.4] and other scholars also classify these people as Essenes. Qimron 
[QSI , QS2, SFoxvii ,xxii], Schiffman [SH1'35-49J identify the Qumran sect as 
Sadducean. Other specialists, like Eisenman/ Wise [EWoll], Golb [GB], et al. 
categorize them in different ways (see also [SH2oCh.6J, [SGo200-20!] wit h ref
erence particularly to [GZ]). The arguments about th is will provide for future 
articles and books for many years. For furt her analysis, see [T2:xlv-xlviii]. 

[FZ:§§6-8J describes the main findings of the scrolls . We can divide t hem 
int.o four main categories in no part icular order. One set of four parchments 
was sold to a Syrian Archbishop1 Athanasius Yeshue Samuel. He eventually 
sold them to the Israeli) Yigael Yadin1 in New York City. By chance1 Yadin 
was notified t hat the four were advertised in the Wa ll Street Journal and 
surreptitiously through an agent paid $2501000 for the lit tle scraps. 1t is a fas
cinating story told in t he Archbishop's autobiography [SM:Book3/ 139-20l] 1 

also in [BLoCh.!J, [WNol955/ Chsl&VIJ, [SHloCh.I], [SH2oCh. I], [SLoCh.2J. 
Yadin's father , Eleazar L. Sukenik, a noted archeologist and palceographer, 
also recognized the whole find for what is was worth and bought three parch
ments. Ali of these were translated soon after they were found once they were 
'cleaned'!SF: 14) and were put into a museum in West Jerusalem. The th ird 
find was called t he Copper P late and it rcsts in Amman1 Jordan. It tells of 
vast tons of gold and silver, which nobody has been able to find. 

It is the fourth set that concerns us. Most of what is called "The Dead 
Sea Scrolls" ended up in the eastern part of Jerusalem1 which was controlled 
by Jordan. The Israelis have controlled the "Dead Sea Scrolls" since 1967, 
when they captured East Jerusalem. Access to this fourth group was held by 
a certain small group, sorne of these Catholics. Among t hem were de Vaux, 
Cross, Milik and Strugnel l. T hese people were allowed to continue working 
with them after the change into Israel1s hands. At first, the scrolls were kept in 
deplorable condition¡ e.g., people were chain-smoking while working on them 
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to put tbem togetber. But, most of all, since the Israelis did not essentially 
interfere with the Dead Sea Scrolls after control, this dique did not let anyone 
from the outside examine them. 

The group working on them was thus very secretive or at least obses
sive. One reason might be because they wanted to make sure that the "Dead 
Sea Scrolls" should not conflict with Catholic doctrine [see BL:Cb.8,Cb.10]. 
Shanks [SH l :Ch.22] undermines this argument: 

"The scroll editors answer to no one .... They deeply resent the pressure 
that has been brought on them by outsiders .... In their owns terms , they 
will not be pushed around." 

[SG:Ch.3/ 13-28] talks about this situation with regard to [BL] also giving 
an excoriating review: ".. they had become victims of their own incompe
tence"; [VK1:19B] says that the ]BL] '"conspiracy theory is baseless." Sti ll , 40 
and a few odd years is no way to strangle the study of these very important 
2000-year old documents. As Geza Vermes in a lecture delivered in 1977 [Tl:7] 
"coined the phrase" on "the greatest Hebrew manuscript discovery" "1the 
academic scandal par excellence of the twentieth century1." Silberman relates 
how Shanks, Eisenman, et al. [SL:14] "spearheaded the !successful] campaign 
for free access to the scrolls" in the early 1990s. Vermes' more complete trans
lation of the Dead Sea Scrolls [TI] and three others [T2], [T3], [T4] were done 
in the 1990s. Vermes [T l:5-8] also comments on the slow progress of editing 
these scrolls; see also [FZ:§§99-101]. 

2 The Hebrew Calendar from Ezra to Modern Times 

No matter what period of time, the Jews were tied to the calendar [E1:91], 
[E2:382-383]. In fac t , it is said that if the Jews did not have their calendar, 
with the festivals tied to it, there would be no reason for their existence. The 
reason is simple: the eXodus from Egypt (1/15), the giving ofthe Torah (3/ 15 
in the Essene calendar) , the New Year, e.g., are the main reasons for their 
cont inuance. These are inexorably linked to the calendar. 

From Ezra (5th century BCE) and cont inuing until approx..imately the 4tl• 
century CE, the calendar was decided upon by the Sanhedrin, the 71 members 
of the High Court [E l :4BB-489], [E2: !686], IE3:529]. It met in Jerusalem in 
its earlier days and decided on the new month at the time of t he crescent 
of the new moon. Now the new moon appeared either 29 or 30 days after 
the preceding new moon (since the actual appearance occurs very close to 29 
1/ 2 days apart ). It is said t hat the Sanhedrin knew when the new months 
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occurred, but kept the calendar's secret to itself. 
Wben Hillel II (330CE - 365CE) realized that the Hebrew calendar might 

be lost forever with the disbandment of the Sanhedrin, he published in 358CE-
359CE rules for calculating the calendar [BBJ, [CHI], [SP] which are used to 
this <lay. It states that the year is 353, 354, or 355 days long, or 383, 384, or 
385 J ays long. Now 354 = 6x (30+29). This would be the normallength of the 
year usually. However , so that certain of t he holidays do not occur on certain 
weekdays, the second or third months are allowed to manipulate a n extra day, 
disturbing t he 30/29 pattern. Also, in arder for Passover and Sukkot to occur 
in the spring and fall, occasionally an extra month of 30 days is added just 
before Passover. 

The fact that 235 lunar months made up about 19 years was discovered by 
Metan in 432BCE [AV:l4]. This was widely known by astronomers and Hillel 
JI knew of this also. For the modern Hebrew calendar made up by Hillel H 1 

t he 3rd, 6ºª, gth 1 11t\ 14°1 , 11t\ and 191h years are the leap years (12x l 2 + 
7x 13 = 235). Now, t he Sanhedrin also knew that. at times an extra month in 
a year was required. It exercised t he right to add it because, e.g., of the (a) 
vernal equinox, (b) t he ripening of the barley crop, or (c) the blooming of t he 
íruit t rees [MMl:Ch.4], [MM2:Ch.4J. The actual complicated rules that the 
Sanhedrin followed are given in [MMIJ, [MM2]. 

Composition 
Copying 
Gathering 

Dating the Scrolls 
8.C.E. 

FIGURE 2: [SF:31] 
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3 The Two Essene (Dead-Sea-Scroll) Calendars 

Though the Essenes1 calendar(s) may have differed from that of other Jews 
(even of t he same periodL nevertheless, their observance of the laws was de
pendent upon t he ca lendar. J osephus IJP}, a much-relied upon historian of 
t heir t imes, unfortunately <loes not mention what they used for a calendar; so 
we will have to \ook in their documents for this aspect. For a study of ancient 
calendars, see [VX: ll/Ch.12; lV/ Ch.15]. 

As far 1..he calendar, the Essenes actually had two of them. The first one1 

from the scrolls, was a lunar one. It had 354 [= 6x (29 + 30)[ days. As we 
indicated, the moon goes around the earth in approximately 29 1/2 days¡ that 
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is why we get this peculiar number of days. Since the holidays carne from the 
second one, not much else is gleaned from the 354-day calendar. The second is 
much more cornplicated. It had 364 days and was solar. Since 3x 354 + 30 = 
3 x 364, it is t hought that an extra month of 30 days was ad.ded to the lunar one 
every three years {at t he end of the three years) to make up for the d ifference 
to keep everything normal. See [EW:§§22-23] for translations of plates 4Q321, 
4Q320 from the Hebrew, which delineate the equivalences. We now know that 
the solar (364) calendar was the mainstay with the luni-solar (354) calendar 
play ing a much lesser róle. [EW:108J indicates that the Essenes kept track 
of the luni-solar only to point out errors in case they would eventually be in 
charge in Jerusalem. 4QMMT [QSl, QS2, QS3, SH2:173- l 74] also points to 
a 364-day calendar . Yadin found evidence [YN1:173] that the same calendar 
was used by those at Masada, thus perhaps linking the two sects. In fact 1 

while excavating, he found the Book of Jubilees, which wi ll be discussed later , 
in its original Hebrew text [PM: l86-189]. 

7x52 = 364¡ this is very convenient because of the 7-day week, of which 
Saturday is very important. The first month began on Day 4 (Wednesday) 
because the moon and sun were created on the 4 th day of creation. Don't 
forget that these Essenes were the "pries ts .. of Jews and were very observant. 
Everything had to go by t he (Old Testament) Pentateuch. The waving of 
the barley omer ( count) is the next ceremony after Passover mentioned in the 
Bible; their interpretation is t hat it must be on "the day after the sabbath 
after Passover." Accordingly, it falls on 1/26. After fifty days there is the 
fest ival of weeks or first-fruits of wheat. It is called Shavuot, and is now taken 
to be the anniversary of the giving of the Torah. In the days of the Essenes, 
it was t he <lay 3/ 15. [In current times, it is 3/ 6, and the first waving of the 
barley omer now is 1/ 16 (Nisan 16).J 

Continuing: Two holidays not mentioned in the Pentateuch, which were 
celebrated by the Essenes: 

5/ 3 = festival of wine - first fruits of the vine (50 days later); 
6/ 22 = festiva l of oil - first fruits of oil (50 days after festival of wine). 

Then there are: 7 / 1 = day of remembrance; 7 / 10 = <lay of atonement¡ 
7/ 15 = beginning of the festival of booths: ali mentioned in the Bible (Pen
tateuch). Note that Purim and Chanukah are not celebrated. The book 
of Esther (Purim) was not found in the Dead Sea Scrolls; the Maq::abean 
(= Hasmoneans) adventure {Chanukah) happened contemporaneously and 
there may have been a feud between the two groups. 

Previous to the foundat ion of the Essene group, there are two other books 
which might have had an influence on the calendar: 1 Enoch and Jubilees 
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(which may have been written in the 2nd century BCE [BW:93-94], [VK2:99-
101]). In l Enoch, we have exactly t he two calendars used by the Essenes [ENl , 
EN2, PSL§§72-82 (called by {MK2) The Astronomical Book) ); in the Jubilees, 
we have only t he 364-day calendar [PS2:§6:vv. 29-38, 68). In any detailed 
study of t he Essene-calendar , these should be examined. ln essence, the Jubilee 
calendar was the one used by t he Qumran sect: surveys of t his can be found 
in {FL:l46-156J although no mention of the intercalation is mentioned; and in 
[VP:l26-130). In the !alter, t he author notes [VP:l29-130): 

"One can ask oneself whether the refusaJ of the community to celebrate 
the common Jewish feast-days at the same t ime as the rest was not the 
most dccisive rcason for thc format ion of the sect. No certain answer can 
be givcn, because it is so difficult to determine the history of the community 
and the motives of their conduct as long as our data are incomplete.,. 

The revelation in the scroll 
of an importa:nt new festival: the 
First Fruits of Wine. 

FIGURE 3:[YN4:92] 

In one oí the early books on the Qumran sect1 [CR:36] notes: 
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"Finally, there is a series of ca1endrical works found in Cave IV, relating 
to the zodiac, to t he calculation of the feast days, and the courses of the 
priests (mishmarot). Already the calendar rnaterials found in published 
works have enabled scholars to solve a number of long-standing problems 
related to the solar calendar used in Jubilees and Enoch; now it appears 
that this calendar wa.s at home among the Essenes at Qumran, and that it 
is reflected in certain of the primitive Christian tradit ions in t he Gospels." 

In a footnote to this, one can find early works on the calendar materials . 
Also for this1 see [YN2:205 1 fn.5]. An earlier work of the Jubilees was found 
in what is called the Damascus Document. Discovered in 1897 in a Cairo 
genizah (storage room for sacred worn-out texts), and sent to Cambridge Uni
versity, Solomon Shechter was the main scholar at that time who uncovered 
and studied it [SH2:Ch.6), [VK2:47-48) . 

The 364 Day Calendar 

1 Months· 1 1 4 7 10 1 2 5 8 11 1 3 6 9 12 

day 4 (Wed .) 1, 8, 15, 22, 29 6, 13, 20, 27 4, 11 , 18, 25 
day 5(Thurs.) 2, 9, 16, 23, 30 7, 14, 21, 28 5, 12, 19, 26 
day 6 (Fri. ) 3, 10, 17, 24 1, 8, 15, 22, 29 6, 13, 20, 27 
day 7 (Sat .) 4, 11 , 18, 25 2, 9, 16, 23, 30 7, 14 , 21, 28 
day 1 (Sun.) 5, 12, 19, 26 3, 10, 17, 24 1, 8, 15, 22, 29 
day 2 (Mon .) 6, 13, 20, 27 4, 11, 18, 25 2, 9, l6 , 23, 30 
day 3 (Tues.) 7, 14, 21, 28 5, 12, 19, 26 3, 10, 17, 24 , 31 

FIGURE 4: Essene Calendar and Jubilee Calendar 
from [JB2:27J, [T Nl:l76J, [TN2:1 63) , [EW:107), [VK2:55) 

For notation: Jubilees is the parchment just discussed; a sabbatical year 
in t he Pentateuch is the 7ih year and one in which the land Jies fallow in order 
to recoup; a jubilee comes after the 7111 sabbat ical, i.e., in the fiftieth year 
[TH:308-309]. Actually, .there seems to be a controversy whether the 49°1 or 
50ª1 year was the jubilee in the Essene communi ty, or parts t hereof or addit ions 
to [BW:Ch.5). 

I have to ment ion two more facets of this fascinating Essene solar calen
dar. The sons of A aron and their male descendants are the "priests." In the 
temple in Jerusalem whi le it existed, t hey performed the holiest duties. Here 
it may have been spiritual. Anyway, there were 24 priests, as mentioned in J 
Ch ronicles [24:7-1 8; see, e.g., T H:l926- 1927] and they were guards or watches 
!= mishmarot], who supposedly guarded from one sabbath to the nex t. (Re
member that there are 7x 52 weeks in the Essene solar calendar .) This meant 
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in one year that there were 2x 24 watches. To make the schedule of watches or 
guards even with the years, we take 6 years¡ then t here were 12x 24 watches 
+ 6x 4 = 6 years = exactly 13 systems of watches. It is not very complicated 
for even an ordinary person to figure out. 

The Festivals According to the Calendar of tbe Sect of the Scrolls 
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PIGURE 5o!SFo302-303J 
{The rest of the year-calendar has no festivals¡ so it is omitted.J 

A more difficult problem was t he missing day or two of the year. Otherwise1 

the year would backsl idc from t he first mont h of Nisan (origina!ly Spring) 
becoming Winter, Fal! 1 Summer, etc. And the first holiday1 Passover , was 
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always supposed to be happening in Spring. Nowadays, the Hebrew luni-solar 
calendar adds an extra month 7 times in 19 years, and there is no problem. 
What about the 364-day calendar? Having survived for at least two centuries , 
the Qumran-group must have known about and solved "this problem." It 
would have to be very delicate, because a change in the calendar was very 
ser ious-throwing off the God-given festivals by only one <lay was a formidable 
predicament for these "priests." 

So1 to sum up: There are essentially three questions about what the Es
senes <lid to change their calendar to coordinate t he holidays with the seasonal 
reality. These are not only astronomical, but also arithmetical, and mishmarot
ical. Firstly, we have to worry about Passover slipping into Winter (since the 
year is approximately 365~ days long). Secondly, since the Essenes have two 
calendars--one solar and t he other luni-solar with the solar one dominant , we 
ha ve to determine how the change to the solar one (364-day calendar) affected 
the luni-solar one (354-day calendar). And thirdly, we have to determine the 
changes to the watches or mishmarot, since the plan above (wi t h the 13 sys
tems of watches for the 6 years) seemed to be realizable. Actually, we shall 
only look at the first problem, for that is mainly t he problem that the art i
cles have considered (see !VK2:Bibliography, 124-128] for references on Dead
Sea-Scroll calendar papers). The other two quest ions have not really been 
discussed at length and are of lesser importance, but nevertheless of sorne in
terest . {[VK2:84-86] notes t hat solar and lunar calendars in a six-year cycle 
from 4Q321 are studied in [TN3].} 

Let us examine, first of a li , what t he holiday 364-day calendar lookcd like: 
These holidays are confirmed by sevcral scrolls, including the Temple Scroll 
[VK2:65-70J, [YN3:118], [YN4:89-96; 101 -104; 109-111] (see FIGURE 5). 

Now there wa.s a quest ion of intercalation (i.e., t he addition of days, months 
ar years "to bring it [the 364-day calendar] into line with reality"!BW:l25]). 
This, of course, was and is a serious problem. [BW:126-127] gives seven of 
many suggestions for ·proposed intercalation. In approximately three cen
turies of existence (ca. 250BCE - 68CE) the Essenes would bave gone back 
a year plus without intercalation- yet there is no method in t he Dead Sea 
Scrolls parchments for intercala tion. According to the Pentateuch {[TH:466-
467: Deuteronomy (16:1)]}, Passover must be in the springt ime. 

However, from the Pentateuch, Tanach (Old Testament + Prophets + 
Writings) , 1 Enoch and t he Jubilees (Pseudepigrapha) t here have been hin ts, 
leading to many scholarly conjectures in articles on intercalation. We give a 
few: either the most prom ising mathematically or those widely known. This 
has to be modified by what [BW:I40J says: 
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#So the Essenes may well have been content, like the Moslems after
wards, to allow t.heir holy days to rcvolve through ali the seasons, whilc 
t.hey set. their hopes on the coming era of righteousness, whcn naturc would 
return t.o it.s proper course.' 

In other words - no intercalation: t he view also of {SG:166-174]. 

l. (VK2:54J reports of J aubert [JB2], that in the Book of Jubilees "the year 
consists of 364 days exactly a nd in which there is no evidence of intercalation." 
[BW:l26] reports from [JBl:Appendix 11]: "Mlle Annie Jaubert has adduced 
possible rabbinical evidence for a different system- the intercalation of 35 days 
after every 28 years. T his would reconcile the discrepancy almost exactly." Of 
Jaubert's Jubilee calendar, [TN1:187ff.; TN2:173ff.] (see again FIGURE 4 for 
the J ubilee calendar) believes that the Qumran sect celebrated each day from 
sunrise to sunset {day to night), t hereby setting it off again in a different way. 

2. In [BW:l26; MKI ; VK2:58-60]: A 29-day month to be intercalated after 
each 24-yea.r cycle (four of the sexennial cycles). ·lilik mentions that 24x6 
= 144 years would be necessary for t he mjshmarot or watches to be rectified. 
T his would make up for the missing year-days + leap years "thus achieving 
an a lmost exact conformity with the true reckoning# [BW:126; MKl:llOJ. 

3. l n 1930, [ZN] conjectured that the jubilee "was observed as a period of 49 
days intercaJated after the Day of Atonement every 49th year. T his would have 
the effect of roughly reconciling the 364-day calendar with the true solar year 
of approximately 365~ days" [BW:l 26]. [HG] agrees1 interpret ing Leviticus 
(25:8) as: H And the days of the seven weeks of years1 forty-nine1 shall be for 
thee a year ," as reported in [BW:l 26J. 

4. There are other selections. For example, HILN:85] adopts a suggestion 
of [TZ:l27ff.J that 7 days were added at the end of every 7tl• year and an 
extra 7 at the end of every 28t11 year. " !CG:79-8l) would add t he extra 7 "to 
the 49th year# instea.d. These "would1 over the whole period 1 reconcile the 
364-day with the true solar year with good fits," as recorded in [BW:l27]. 

5. jGM:379-398] propases a rather complicated scheme obtained from 
4Q3I9. We put. it below to show t he complexity of the intercalation. [VK2:83] 
cJajms tha.t "The exact form of [his] intercalary hypothesis proved to be inac
curate when the fu ll text of 4Q319 became available1 but the basic contours of 
his syst.em may still be valid. " {In FJGURE 6, signs = omens = otot [HebrewJ, 
first see.n in t he Penta.teuch in Genesis (1:14).} 

11 
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THE CALENDRICAL TEXTS 
True Solar Year 364-day solar year difference 1 

1 year 365.25 364 1.25 
7 years 2556.75 2548 8.75 
49 years 17,897.25 17,836 61.25 
343 years 125,280. 75 124,852 428.75 

Methods for intercalating tbe extra 428. 75 days 
1 7 days every 7eh year = 343 
2 7 days at each of the 12 signs = 84 
3 7 days over four unlts of 343 years, that is , 1.75 for each 343-year period = 1.75 
Total = 428. 75 

4 Conclusion 

Further investigation, perhaps with forthcoming calendar scrolls1 will need to 
be done. I think these hypotheses1 es}Decially #5 1 are very speculative. The 
Essenes would have to know how an exact calendar operat es. Even Pope Gre
gory XIIl (1582CE) did not know although he had betLer knowledge than that 
of Julius Caesar {45BCE), who relied on the Egyptian astronomer Sesigenes. 
Thus the world went from an Egyptian calendar {365 days ) to the Julian cal
endar (365! days) to t he Gregorian calendar (97 leap years in 400 years) , each 
one being more precise. The earth changes its movement around the sun each 
cent ury; so eventually our "fixed" calendar will have to be changed because 
there will be too many leap years (see [CH3'1 l ), [CH4)) . 
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